Rakerd and Verbrugge's (1) study of silent-centcr syllable perception was recreated using Johnson's (2) computationally-based exemplar model of speech perception, XMOD. The performance of the exemplar model in perceiving silent-center syllables compared favorably to Rakerd and Verbrugge's subjects, as well as to human listeners, who participated in a replication of the previous perceptual study. Such results imply that a process of speaker normalization is not necessary for humans to perceive silent-center syllables.
Rakerd and Verbrugge's (1) study of "silent-center syllable" perception (henceforth R&V) used unusual cross-gender hybrid syllables in order to determine whether or not human speech perception involves some form of speaker normalization.
In their study, "silent-center syllables" were b-vowel-b syllables in which the middle 60% of the vowel had been replaced with silence. A "cross-gender hybrid" of such a syllable consisted of the initial 20% of a male (or female) bVb utterance, some period of silence, and then the final 20% of the opposite sex's utterance of the same bVb syllable. R&V reasoned that human listeners use the inherent dynamic properties of vowels to recover acoustic/auditory information for the missing part of a silent-center syllable. R&V further reasoned that listeners would have to normalize the male/female formants in order to integrate the dynamic vowel information in the two parts of a cross-gender silent-center syllable.
In order to test this hypothesis, R&V ran a silent-center syllable perception test on human listeners. This test consisted of five different experimental conditions. In the first condition, listeners heard the unedited versions of both male and female bVb utterances. In the second condition, listeners heard only the first 20% of such utterances. Correspondingly, listeners heard only the last 20% of the same utterances in condition 3. The fourth condition consisted of the basic silent-center syllables, and the fifth condition consisted of the cross-gender silent-center syllables. The listeners were instructed to categorize each utterance they heard (from any of the five conditions) into one of 11 different English vowel categories. The listeners' success at performing this categorization task is given in the first row of table I below. Cond. l=whole bVb utterance; Cond. 2 = first 20% of bVb utterance; Cond. 3 = last 20% of bVb utterance; Cond. 4 = middle 60% of bVb is silent; Cond. 5 = middle 60% of bVb is silent, gender switches from beginning to end.
The results in Table 1 show that listeners were able to identify silent-center syllables correctly 76.9% of the time, while they correctly identified 72.6% of the cross-gender silent-center syllables. Though this success rate did not quite match the listeners' ability to identify the unedited versions of the bVb syllables, they were considerably better than the results for conditions 2 and 3, which essentially form the two halves of a silent-center syllable. R&V interpreted these results as supportin g their hypothesis about normalization in silent-center syllable perception. Firstly, the listeners' success at categorizing condition 4 syllables could not come as a result of some combinination of their perceptions of the condition 2 and 3 tokens which made up such syllables, since the listeners' ability to categorize condition 2 and 3 tokens was much worse than their recognition abilities in condition 4. R&V reasoned that this showed that listeners & recover the silent portions of silent-center syllables from the acoustic information in the vowel offsets and onsets.
Assuming this sort of recovery process, then, R&V inferred from the listeners' comparable success in condition 5 that humans also use a talker normalization process to categorize cross-gender tokens correctly. Performance in condition 5 dropped off slightly from condition 4, however, which would probably imply (from R&V's perspective) that such normalization is not exact. In order to test R&V's interpretation of these experimental results, similar tokens of bVb utterances were presented to a computationally implemented exemplar-based model of speech recognition. This particular exemplarbased model (dubbed XMOD) performs no speaker normalization as such but, rather, keeps track of particular experiences of a category in its memory. Like a human listener, then, XMOD would have no experience with silentcenter syllables, but would have some experience with utterances like 'bib', 'babe', etc. For a detailed account of XMOD's implementation, see Johnson (2) . In order to create the test tokens for the computer simulation, one of the authors and another, female speaker of English were recorded speaking 13 tokens each of 10 different bVb syllables. (The eleventh member of R&V's original test set, [bDb] , was eliminated from this study since neither speaker had an [a -31 distinction.)
Ten tokens of each syllable from both male and female speakers then constituted XMOD's training set, while the other three tokens made up the model's testing set. The model was allowed to train until it reached peak performance in identifying the test tokens.
R&V's study differed from this one in that each of their bVb tokens were read to the beat of a metronome. Since this study did not utilize a metronome in this way, there was some durational variation amongst the test tokens, and especially between male and female utterances of the same bVb syllables.
Nonetheless, those intra-category tokens which matched most closely in terms of duration were selected as the basic test token for each of the five experimental conditions. These utterances were edited and spliced together in order to form the four other experimental conditions, and together they all served as the perceptual stimuli for the trained XMOD model. This model's success in categorizing these edited utterances is given in the second row of Table 1 .
On the whole, it is apparent that the exemplar model approximated human performance rather well even without using any kind of normalization procedure. The model suffered a 38.6% drop-off in identification accuracy in condition two, but otherwise remained within 15% accuracy in comparison to the performance of R&V's subjects in the other conditions. Most importantly, XMOD categorized 65% of the condition 5 cross-gender tokens correctly, which R&V had hypothesized would not be possible without speaker normalization.
Since XMOD did not "listen" to exactly the same tokens R&V's listeners heard, another perception study was run using the same tokens as before but with human subjects.
Twenty-nine volunteers from the student population of the Ohio State University participated as subjects in this experiment, and each was asked to and categorize three instances each of every token from all five conditions and both speakers. In all, each listener heard 300 different test items. The results of this replication of R&V's experiment are given in the last row of table 3. These listeners performed better in general than both the computational model and the subjects in the first study in conditions 2 and 3. These listeners also maintained accuracy in identifying cross-gender silent-center syllables in a way that XMOD did not; their scores for conditions 4 and 5 were 85.9% and 83.9% correct respectively, while XMOD suffered a large drop-off from 90% to 65% correct. R&V's subjects also maintained their silent-center syllable performance better than XMOD did, scoring 76.9% and 72.6% in these two conditions.
Our exemplar-based, computational simulation showed that speaker normalization is not necessary for accurate perception of silent-center syllables--contrary to what R&V supposed. Exemplar-based modeling uses no speaker normalization procedure and can still identify vowels in bVb utterances with human-like accuracy. This study showed that our computational model suffered a significant accuracy drop-off in identification of cross-gender silent-center syllables compared to human listeners.
This drop-off may point to a weakness in the temporal alignment scheme of the model; splicing utterances from two different speakers together could shift temporal alignment between the test token and corresponding exemplars in memory. Acknowledging that this model can handle silent-center syllabIes with human-like success but that it still suffers from certain implementational drawbacks seems to provide some promising avenues for further research on this unusual evaluation of human perceptual abilities.
